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Through the portal we go! 

by PhilipMueller 

In 1965, the site of the Ramsey Canyon 
Preserve was designated as the first 
Natural Landmark under the Historic 
Sites Act--a designation that honors 
outstanding ecological and geologic 
features on private land. On an August 
morning, my wife, Cindy, my son, Max, 
and I would quickly discover why this 
was the perfect place to be so honored.  
 
The 380 acre preserve is owned and 
operated by The Nature Conservancy 
(TNC). Upon our arrival at the visitor's 
center, a knowledgeable volunteer 
named Bob briefed us on the unique 
geography that helps to make the 
preserve so special. Bob shared with us 
that the preserve lies within the 
intersection of the Sonoran and 
Chihuahuan deserts and the Rocky 
Mountains and the Sierra Madre of 
Mexico. Add the sky island of the 
Huachucas and water into the mix, and 
you have some pretty unique species of 
plants and animals wrapped in some 

fantastic geology. The visitor's center had a few small exhibits to view and lots of 
on topic books for sale. The best part about the visitor's center, though, was that 
when we stepped out the back door, like Lucy stepping through the wardrobe into 
Narnia, we realized that the visitor's center was really a portal to a hidden and 
magical place.  
 
Immediately to our right was a hummingbird sanctuary. Bob had told us that 14 
species of humming birds visit the canyon. August is reportedly and excellent month to see them, and we did. Little beauties! We 
strolled up the ever so gentle incline of the trail, parallel to Ramsey Creek. We heard twigs in the forest of scrub oaks to the left 
snap, which led our eyes to see a young buck and doe. We stared at each other briefly until they disappeared into the wood. We'd 
only walked about 2/10ths of mile, and it was time to turn right onto the Grand View Loop (GVL). We passed by two historic cabins 
on this loop, one built in 1902 and the other in 1911, by the John and Ernestine James family. At one time, over 100 settlers lived in 
this canyon, mostly easterners who came here for a new life following the civil war.  
 
After a total of about 1/10th of a mile on GVL, we were back on the main trail. We enjoyed the shade of trees such as Maples and 
the giant Sycamores. We stopped to gaze in awe at one particular Sycamore... the largest I have ever seen... and read that it dated 
back to 1760! We have grown up together, our country and you, old friend. Between the shade, the breeze cutting through the 
canyon, and the elevation of 5550 feet, the cool air made us forget that not far beyond the portal through which we had only a few 
minutes ago passed, was a strikingly different and hot southern Arizona summer. Within about 1/10th of a mile from GVL, we turned 
right onto the Bledsoe Loop (BL), named after the Dr. Nelson Bledsoe family. The Bledsoe's began purchasing Ramsey Canyon 
land in 1922 and ultimately acquired 280 acres, all of which the family donated to TNC in 1974. Thank you. "Look Max, Frogs!" I 
exclaimed. We were standing at the edge of pond and reintroduction project for Chiricahua leopard frogs. Vibrantly green, they were-
-about the size of my fist. We read that they sing underwater. After a total of about 2/10ths of a mile on BL, we were back on the 
main trail. We had the option from here of heading up a series of switchbacks about 500 vertical feet in just 1/2 a mile to a lookout 
point, and we took it.  
 
The main trail we had been on was once part of a toll road that was built by the Canyon's namesake, Gardner Ramsey, who arrived 
in 1879. The road ran about 2.5 miles up to the Hamburg Mine area, named after Henry Hamburg, an early canyon resident. 
Prospectors mined for silver, gold, lead, copper, and zinc, although, TNC reports that the mining largely ended in failure by 1931. We 
were now on the steep Hamburg Trail headed toward that lookout. The forest thinned a bit as we moved away from the creek, letting 
in a little more sun and heat. Max's 26lbs or so on my back seemed to increase with each switchback. I was glad this was only going 
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to be about 1/2 of a mile. We saw two signs that indicated we were leaving the preserve and entering the Coronado National Forest. 
We came upon an elderly man, who had also intended to get to the lookout. He told us he was going to quit. "It's just around the 
bend, I bet," he said. "It's always like that", he grumbled, as he turned around in defeat. He was right, It was just around the bend, 
less than 2/10ths of a mile from leaving the preserve. Thank you, teacher. The view from the lookout into the San Pedro River valley 
with thick monsoon clouds overhead in one direction and into the heavily wooded glory of upper Ramsey Canyon in the other was 
fantastic.  
 
"Look, a dragonfly", Cindy said. It was yellow and black with blue eyes and about 4 inches long... an absolute beauty. After we got 
back down to the main trail of the preserve, we came upon an area called Butterfly Seep. Here, water seeps from a hillside spring 
through the soil onto a short stretch of uncovered trail where male butterflies take in sun, moisture, and salt, which aid in 
reproduction. We saw about a dozen Arizona Sister butterflies here. Cindy aptly commented that it looked like a line of airplanes 
waiting to take off at a busy airport.  
 
After a total of about 2.10 miles, roundtrip, we passed back through the portal and into the parking lot. As I drove home, and Cindy 
and Max slept, I couldn't help but smile as I thought about what Cindy had said at one point during our little hike into Ramsey 
Canyon: "This is such a blessing, to be in this beautiful place with my family." Amen. 

- Aug 26 2008 PhilipMueller 
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Preferred Months Aug, Sep, Oct & Nov  Wish List  0 On the Wish List

Water/Source: At Visitor Public        Private
Preferred Start Time:  Cell Phone Signal: Yes Sunrise 6:15am Sunset 6:38pm 

Road/Vehicle: Paved - Car Okay
Fees/Permit: 
Information is listed below 
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Deer Valley 110 E Adams 85004 Bing Google TrailDEX Yahoo

Directions to hike: Note: Fee of $5 per adult, described as over the age of 16 by a TNC volunteer. Also, through Labor Day 2008, if a child comes along, 
parents enter free: TNC volunteers did not know if this special summer program will continue next year--please call.  
 
From Tucson, Take I-10 E to HWY 90, then S on HWY 90 to Sierra Vista (SV). In SV take HWY 92 S for 6 miles and then turn right onto Ramsey 
Canyon Rd. for 4 miles. The preserve is at the end of the road. If you have an extra few minutes, on the way home you may wish to turn W on HWY 82 
from HWY 90 to Sonoita and then drive N on HWY 83 back to I-10. This is a lovely drive or motorcycle ride through SoAZ wine country with elements 

of Big Sky Country and Tuscany permeating the landscape.

[Update Directions]     [Update Permit] 
WARNING! Hiking and outdoor related sports can be dangerous. Be responsible and prepare for the trip. Study the area you are entering and plan accordingly. Dress 
for the current and unexpected weather changes. Take plenty of water. Never go alone. Make an itinerary with your plan(s), route(s), destination(s) and expected return 
time. Give your itinerary to trusted family and/or friends.
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� Missing 141 days - View Details 
� Forecast Mormon Grove TH, Peeley TH 
� Southern Ravines Map .gpx 
� Searched Routes as of Feb 4th 10PM 

� 44 Full | 29 Sheep Ridge  
� Search areas to consider A-F, G-J 

Valley of the Sun hikes, now in Season! 

� Piestewa Preserve Hikes Map | TrailDEX List 
� South Mountain Hikes Map | TrailDEX List 
� Superstition Hikes FLASH Map | TrailDEX List 
� White Tank Hikes Map | TrailDEX List 

In season! 

  Events     View Calendar   →   Add Event 
 • 2011-04-02 [ 7, 13, 9 ] 2011 Rainbow Bridge Spectacular 
 • 2011-04-09 [ 1, 0, 1 ] Cooper Camp Loop 4-9-2011 
 • 2011-04-17 [ 2, 1, 0 ] AZT-Sycamore Trail segments Sunday Apr. 17 
 • 2011-04-23 [ 1, 0, 0 ] Wilderness and Remote First Aid Training (Certifie 
 • 2011-05-22 [ 3, 3, 1 ] Collins Spring to Kane Gulch - May 22-26, 2011 
 • 2011-08-10 [ 1, 1, 0 ] Chilkoot Trail - August
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